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President’s Comments 
 

Happy New Year to you all and may the new year bring you good 

health and fortune.   

 

2022 has been a relatively successful year for EUSI.  We have  

seen an increased membership.  Our visibility in the community at  

large has also been increased through our activities, which helps 

to bring to view defence and security concerns.  

 

For the coming year, I hope to continue to recruit new members 

and have a closer relationship with other United Services Institutes 

in Calgary, Nova Scotia and Vancouver.   

 

Throughout the year, the United Services Institute in Nova  

Scotia(Halifax), Vancouver and Calgary, publish their monthly  

newsletters and schedule of events welcome participation from EUSI members.  I will make a point to republish 

selected events for your interest.  

 

Our EUSI website has not been as quick to update and readers are missing events and deadlines.  I hope to 

make improvements in the coming year.    

 

The EUSI bylaw is also outdated and needs to be reviewed and updated. Our unit legal officer has been given 

the task two years ago and results are pending.  

 

Not too much has been happening in the engagement of youths, although there are three youth directors in the 

Board who joined in 2022.  I hope to keep them engaged with the upcoming symposium. 

 

Congratulations to our Queen Elizabeth II Platinum Jubilee medalist, Cpl (retired) Michelle Briones, Lt(navy) 

Jon Dziadyk, Capt (retired) George Kuhse, Mr. Norman Leach, and Capt (retired) John Pinsent.  The vesture 

ceremony took place on Saturday, December 17, 2022 at the Edmonton Inn and Convention Centre, where the 

EUSI Christmas social occurred following the vesture. The presenter of the medals was one of our long time 

EUSI member, LColonel(retired) Brian Hodgson, former Commanding Officer of the Southern Alberta Light 

Horse, former Sergeant-at-Arms at the Alberta Legislature, and former Chair of the Churchill Society in 

Edmonton. Brian gave a befitting narrative of his past encounters with Her Majesty and her accomplishments 

 

The information in this newsletter is for informational purposes 

only. The Edmonton United Services assumes no liability for any 

inaccurate, delayed or incomplete information, nor for any actions 

taken in reliance thereon. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

as Canada’s Head of State for over 75 years.  This was truly a significant historical event that will never 

happen again.   Other EUSI members were also awarded the QEIIPJM through their work with the Royal 

Common Wealth Society of Canada on Saturday, December 10, 2022.  They are, Mary Hunt, Mary 

Chernawski, Margaret Day, Bernie Baker, and Alexander Tsang.  Congratulations to you all and thank you for 

your services and volunteer work.   

 

      

 
 

 

Standing, Left to Right – Lt(Navy) Jon Dzydiak, Medal recipient, LCol (ret’d) Brain Hodgson, medal presenter, 

Capt(ret) George Kuhse, medal recipient, Mr. Norman Leach, medal recipient, Maj(ret’d)  President, EUSI 

 

Seated, Left to Right: Capt(ret;d) John Pinsent, Cpl(ret’d) Michelle Briones.   

 

 
 

Kung Hai Fat Choy is the Chinese equivalent of Happy New Year but means wishing you the fortune of 

unexpected wealth.  The Chinese New Years Day falls on January 22, 2023. It is the Year of the Rabbit/Hare.    

My Fortune teller informed me that the year of the Rabbit will be uneventful and a productive year is expected.  

.     

 

 



 

 
 

 

Intelligence tit-bid from war in Ukraine 
 

Canada.Improvisation in WarUkraine Weapons Tracker @UAWeapons 18 Dec 

tweeted(https://twitter.com/UAWeapons/status/1604564041975975937): #Ukraine: The first video of a new 

Ukrainian improvised infantry fighting vehicle in action. With a closer look at the vehicle we can now tell how it 

was made-a BMD-2 turret was installed on a chassis of a PRP-3/4 artillery observation vehicle, originally 

armed only with a PKT.Improvisation is a useful capability in warfare. Can the CAF and Canadian industry 

undertake it? Hmm, that would be something good to try out in peace 

 

 

What’s Happening in the Rest of the World- Thailand 
 

Thai Royal Navy Vessel HTMS Sukhothai Sinkshttps://theatlasnews.co/breakingnews/2022/12/18/thai-royal-

navy-vessel-htms-sukhothai-sinks/Royal Thai Navy SUKHOTHAI, a corvette, sank after encountering strong 

waves. The case is a reminder that corvettes are regional patrol and escort vessels, not a sea-capable as 

frigates, destroyers and larger combatants. Those Canadians who advocate for a corvette navy need to review 

history. Royal Canadian Navy corvettes of the Second World War were developed into more sea-capable 

frigates, and the corvettes quickly disposed of after the war. Let's be clear -advocates of corvettes are really, 

whether they know it or not, advocating for regional, insular Canadian naval and foreign policies. That's a 

different discussion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
        

       ATTACK 

       A dawn the ridge emerges massed and dun 

       In the wild purple of the glow'ring sun, 

       Smouldering through spouts of drifting smoke that  

 Edmonton Cenotaph.                   shroud 

       The menacing scarred slope; and, one by one, 

       Tanks creep and topple forward to the wire. 

       The barrage roars and lifts. Then, clumsily bowed 

       With bombs and guns and shovels and battle-gear, 

       Men jostle and climb to meet the bristling fire. 

       Lines of grey, muttering faces, masked with fear, 

       They leave their trenches, going over the top, 

       While time ticks blank and busy on their wrists, 

       And hope, with furtive eyes and grappling fists, 

       Flounders in mud. O Jesus, make it stop! 

 

 

 



 

 
 

HUMOUR 

 

Submitted by Major (retired) George Ellis, who defiantly remains politically incorrectly but a true 

Canadian nevertheless. Thank you for your service.    

Tyrone was having trouble in school.   His teacher was always yelling at him, "You're driving me crazy, Tyrone. 
Can't you learn anything?  

One day Tyrone's mother came to school to see how he was doing. The teacher told her honestly that her son 
was simply a disaster, getting very low marks, and that she had never had such an unmotivated and ignorant 

boy in her entire teaching career.  

Tyrone’s mom, shocked at the feedback, withdrew her son from school, moved out of Detroit, and relocated to 
Cleveland. 

Thirty years later, the teacher was diagnosed with irreversible cardiac disease. Her doctors all strongly advised 
her to have open heart surgery, which only one surgeon at the Cleveland Clinic could perform.  

Left with no other options, the teacher decided to have the operation, which was remarkably successful.  

When she opened her eyes after the surgery the teacher saw the handsome young doctor who headed her 
surgical team smiling down at her. She wanted to thank him but could not talk. Her face started to turn blue; 
she raised her hand trying to tell him something but quickly died. 

The doctor was shocked, wondering what had gone wrong so suddenly. 

When the doctor turned around to leave the room, he saw that Tyrone, now a janitor at the Clinic, had 
unplugged the life-support equipment in order to plug in his vacuum cleaner.  

 If you thought that Tyrone had become a heart surgeon, there is a high likelihood that you voted for Trudeau. 

  

 

 Get trained!  

 

CANADIAN MILITARY READING 

 

Chiefs of Defence: Government and the Unified Command of the Canadian Armed Forces  

Douglas Bland  

 



This study covers the first 30 years of the office of the Chief of the  

Defence Staff, 1964-1994. If anything characterizes the history of the 

office of the CDS, it is conceptual confusion. It is a story of the  

confusion surrounding the purpose of the institution and the conflicts,  

misunderstandings, and rivalries, both personal and organizational,  

which arose from it.   Civil-military relations confront society with many  

questions, but the first question is whose policies prevail? In Canada  

no one argues that during the last thirty years Parliament's policies  

have always prevailed over those of allies and special interests in the  

defence establishment. That fact and its causes and cures ought to  

concern Canadians.  

 

 
 

CANADIAN GEAR 

LONG RANGE SNIPER WEAPON (LRSW) 

 

The Long-Range Sniper Weapon provides snipers with a rifle that can deliver highly accurate fire 
against hard targets at ranges of up to 1800 meters. It is rugged and performs well under extreme 
climactic conditions. The rifle is a heavy-barrel, bolt action detachable box magazine-fed weapon with 
a five-shot capacity. The weapon was introduced in the fall of 2000. 

 

 

EUSI Annual Symposium and Mess Dinner- Saturday, March 25, 2023. 

Mark the date in your Calendar.  This is casted in concrete. DND policies, elections etc., will not impede this 
date as in the past.  The venue has been booked and invitation sent to panel speakers.  The theme pf the 
symposium will be review of the DND act, Aids to Civil Power. The symposium will look at the history of natural 
disasters occurred in Canada, the role of the different levels of government, the military in the restoration 
efforts after the disaster has stricken.  The cost of these disaster will also be examined.  Then we will examine 
the technology available to-day to mitigate property and personal damage. Finally, the symposium hopes to 

 

 



arrive at a recommendation for a proactive approach and formation of a permanent national group to deal with 
natural disasters, rather than a reactive response of relying on the military for bailing out, which has proved to 
be non-effective and costly.  As in the past, this event is free and lunch is provided.  

The symposium will be followed by a mess dinner in the evening. More to follow. 

 

 

 

 

U.S. Army Rifle!The MXT135 Counter Defilade Target Engagement System has a range of roughly 7,800 

feet - and is to be deployed in Afghanistan soon. I would call it the "Equalizer." Some call it the "Punisher". The 
rifle's gun sight uses a laser range finder to determine the exact distance to the obstruction, after which the 
soldier can add or subtract up to 10 meters from that distance to enable the bullets to clear the barrier and 
explode above or beside the target. Soldiers will be able to use them to target snipers hidden in trenches rather 
than calling in air strikes. The 35-millimeter round contains a chip that receives a radio signal from the gun 
sight as to the precise distance to the target. Lt. Col. Christopher Lehner, project manager for the system, 
described the weapon as a 'game-changer' that other nations will try and copy. The Army plans to buy 42,500 
of the MXT135 rifles this year, enough for every member of the infantry and special forces, at a cost of 
$11,900.00 each. Lehner told Fox News: "With this weapon system, we take away cover from [enemy targets] 
forever. Tactics are going to have to be rewritten. The only thing we can see [enemies] being able to do is run 
away." Experts say the rifle means that enemy troops will no longer be safe if they take cover.  The MXT135 
appears to be the perfect weapon for street-to-street fighting that troops in Afghanistan have to engage in, with 
enemy fighters hiding behind walls and only breaking cover to fire occasionally. The weapon's laser finder 
would work out how far away the enemy was and then the U.S. Soldier would add one meter using a button 
near the trigger. When fired, the explosive round would carry exactly one meter past the wall and explode with 
the force of a hand grenade above the Taliban fighter. The army's project manager for new weapons, Douglas 
Tamilio, said: ''This is the first leap-ahead technology for troops that we've been able to develop and deploy." A 
patent granted to the bullet's maker, Alliant Tech systems, reveals that the chip can determine how far it has 
traveled. Mr. Tamilio said: "You could shoot a Javelin missile, and it would cost about $69,000. These rounds 
will end up costing $45.00 apiece." They're relatively cheap. Lehner added: "This is a game-changer. The 
enemy has learned to get cover, for hundreds if not thousands of years. Well, they can't do that anymore. 
We're taking that cover from them and there's only two outcomes: We're going to get you behind that cover or 
force you to flee." The rifle will initially use high-explosive rounds, but its makers say that it might later use 
versions with smaller explosive charges that aim to stun rather than kill. What one of the revolutionary bullets 
looks like that can be pre-programmed to explode to hit troops that are hiding. 

 

 

      



 

Membership Renewal 

 

EUSI yearly membership is still at $25.00   Donations are appreciated.   Please send membership Application/Renewal 

(attached) and Check to EUSI at 11035 – 163 Ave., NW, Edmonton AB, T5X 2A2. 

 

Edmonton United Services Institute 

          11035 – 163 Avenue, NW 

Edmonton, Alberta  T5X2A2 
                 

   MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION/Renewal 
 
Last Name   ………………........ 

 

First Name    .………………..  Preferred ……... …… 

 

Rank or Title……………….. 

 

Address      ………………..…………………….. 

 

City   ………………….   Province  … Country  ………..  

 

Postal Code ……………………..      

  

Home Phone ………………………  *Business Phone   ……………………… 

 

Email List  ………………………  *Cell Phone … 

 

Date Joined/application submitted ……………………... 

 

Dues Amount $25..00 (not pro-rated)…………………          

 

*Spouse’s Name, if applicable  ………………..    

 

Medals and Decorations etc. …………………………………………. ……… 
 

Securitas  

Alexander Tsang CD                                 

Major (retired)  
President  
Edmonton United Services Institute 


